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History

Margaret Gowen & Co. Ltd.
Margaret Gowen & Co. Ltd., Rath House, Ferndale Road, Rathmichael, Co.
Dublin, is a professional archaeological company founded in the early 1980s.
The company has carried out numbers of archaeological excavations and
developmentled investigations arising from the requirements of development
control and planning process, in line with legal provisions of the Planning and
Development Acts (2000) and the National Monuments Acts (19302004) and
Amendments Acts.
The archaeological excavation on this site took place between 14 May 1990
and 08 June 1990. The excavation was carried out under licence to the Office
of Public Works for Moss Technology Ltd. and was entirely funded by that
company.
The excavated area measured 5m x 8m and lay beneath the site of a
proposed building, at the rear of 912 High Street, Dublin 8, in which three
basement car parking spaces are required with the main structure of the
building to be supported by a grid of widelyspaced piles. The development
site was bounded to the west by Schoolhouse Lane, on the east by a new
building on 68 High Street (Byrne's Builders Providers) and on the north by a
retaining wall inserted in 1988, during the construction of which
archaeological deposits were excavated and recorded (Declan Murtagh).
The site lies in an area of subdevelopment behind the pre and postNorman
High Street properties and the Viking/medieval town at the back of the High
Street properties. The deposits excavated appear to date from the late Viking
and early potNorman periods or the 11th to early 14th centuries. Five
preVictorian levels of deposits were identified beneath demolition rubble,
revealing postandwattle boundary walls, one possible postandwattle
structure and numerous cess pits. The uppermost level, Level 5, revealed the
substantial foundations of a corner of a medieval masonry building and a very
tiny portion of its cobbled floor.
Finds included a bronze kidneyheaded pin, several polished bone pins,
fragments of two bone combs and a casket mount, a glass ring and amber ring,
a complete leather shoe, a small stone bowl, two rotary sharpening stones
and a large quantity of animal bone, some cut and worked antler, fish bone
and shell.

Archival History

Transferred by Margaret Gowen & Co. Ltd. To Dublin City Archives, 20 October
2009
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Scope and Content

This collection contains archaeological excavation records from the site 912 High
Street, Dublin 8 by Margaret Gowen. Includes features index and sheets, site
notebooks, registers (indexes), trondheim sheets, reports, specialist
reports, correspondence, engineering drawings, copy maps, photographs,
contact sheet images and slides
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scheduling information
Accruals
Arrangement

Collection processed and box lists created by Paul Brett. Arranged according
to document type.

Access Conditions

Available for public research 20 October 2012. During closure period
available for research to Margaret Gowen & Co. Ltd.

Reproduction

The terms of the Copyright and Related Acts (2000) allows DCLA to provide
photocopies of material for research purposes only. Researchers wishing to
publish will be obliged to write to Margaret Gowan & Co. Ltd. for permission to
do so.
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ISAD(G): General International Standards Archival Description. 2nd ed.
Ottawa: International Council on Archives, 2000
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